Present Perfect Quiz - Practice
Fill in the diagram according to the present perfect rules we have learned in class.

**Correct Example**

- **progressive** verb = tense: **present perfect**
  - Example: I have been reading for an hour.
- **nonprogressive** verb = tense: **present perfect**
  - Example: I have known him for 2 years.
- **progressive** verb = tense: **present progressive**
  - Example: I am reading.
- **nonprogressive** verb = tense: **simple present**
  - Example: I know that man.

---

**continuing**

- **Question**: Do you know how long?
  - **Yes**
    - **progressive** verb = tense: **present perfect**
      - Example: I have been reading for an hour.
  - **No**
    - **progressive** verb = tense: **present progressive**
      - Example: I am reading.
    - **nonprogressive** verb = tense: **simple present**
      - Example: I know that man.

---

**finished**

- **Question**: Do you know when?
  - **Yes**
    - **tense**: **simple past**
      - Example: I ate breakfast before class.
  - **No**
    - connected to present time = tense: **present perfect**
      - Example: I’ve already finished the project
    - not connected to present time = tense: **simple past**
      - Example: George Washington died in Virginia.

---

**repeated**

- **Question**: Is it possible again?
  - **Yes**
    - **tense**: **present perfect**
      - Example: The president has given many speeches.
  - **No**
    - **tense**: **simple past**
      - Example: George Washington gave many speeches.